
By abiding these directions and caring for your extensions as instructed by your stylist, you
will ensure the longevity and quality of the hair and bonds. By initialing this document,
you are aware that by not following these instructions, that your hair and/or scalp may be
damaged as a result. The recommended care is as follows:

_______ Water Filter is non-negotiable. We have been seeing major changes in the water
system in Colorado. Protect your investment!

________We strongly recommend an "Environmental Cleanse" monthly with your stylist to
help with product buildup.

_______ Always go to bed with your hair fully dry, and pulled back into a low ponytail. NO
exceptions!

_______ Always use heat protectant on your hair. This is a non-negotiable.

_______ Gently massage your scalp with shampoo so as to not disrupt the bonds. Use
minimal friction.

_______ Always use a conditioner on the ends, keep away from the bonds.

_______ Always wash your hair standing up right, do not wash it over the side of the tub or
lean over into the sink.

_______ Brush your hair 2-3 times a day. (Always hold the hair above where you are
brushing so you don’t cause tension at the bond. + Brush gently where the bonds are)

_______ Avoid salty or chlorinated water. (They will harm your extensions just like they
harm your natural hair, they can potentially disrupt the bonds, and also dry them out).

_______ Only apply oils from the mid hair and down to the ends and keep alcohol-based
products away from the bonds.

_______ Keep hot tools away from bonds. Applying a flat iron or curling iron directly to the
bond can result in a challenging adjustment process and can cause damage to your hair. 

_______ If any bond causes any issues, slips, lifts, twists etc, you must set up an
appointment to have it adjusted with your stylist ASAP.

_______ Adjustments are recommended for every 6 weeks. Depending on the method of
extensions, and the speed of hair growth, this can vary slightly.

_______ By not following these guidelines, you can run the risk of the extensions matting,
slipping or shedding. This is only to be sure your extension experience is a beautiful one!

_______ The products you choose to use on your hair extensions directly reflect how long
your hair will last! Use professional, salon quality, sulfate-free shampoo. Sulfates will dry
your hair out and can adversely effect the bonds. The products you choose to use on your
hair can make your hair last a long time, or do the opposite. Please consult with your
stylist. We recommend: Color Wow Dream Filter + Dream Coat, Oribe, Shu Uemera, and
Colorproof.
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